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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of two- and three-dimensional microstructure-
based nite element thermal analyses for U-Mo dispersion fuels, considering particle
size distribution, the particles' spatial distribution in the matrix, and the formation of
a low-thermal conductivity interaction layer around the particles. A correction factor
is needed to adjust two-dimensional microstructural analysis results to yield accurate
three-dimensional predictions. Existing correction factors provide reasonably good results
when applied to problems involving the transport of heat across the microstructure of
dispersion fuels; however, the present results demonstrate that these correction factors
can result in signicant biases when heat is generated within the microstructure. A new
correction factor specic to heat-generating U-Mo dispersion fuel microstructures containing
an interaction layer will allow for two-dimensional analyses to provide meaningful insights
into the three-dimensional performance of these materials. The present research develops a
method for the creation of correction factors for heat generating microstructures.
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The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates 41 research and
test reactors (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2011). Research and test
reactors serve for research, training and development purposes rather than power production,
and operate at powers under 10 MWth, compared to greater than 1000 MWth for commercial
power reactors (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2011). The majority of
research and test reactors are located at universities and colleges, ranging from a power
output of 1 Wth - 10 MWth (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2011). The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor (MITR) operates at 5 MWth (Hu
and Kohse, 2008). The University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR), a 10 MWth reactor,
is the largest US university reactor (Williams, 1998). Some research reactors operated by
the United States Department of Energy run at slightly higher powers, such as the Advanced
Test Reactor (250 MWth) and the High Flux Isotope Reactor (85 MWth) (Idaho National
Laboratory, 2009; Primm and Ilas, 2010).
The Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program,
established in 1978, aims to prevent the proliferation of special nuclear material by
converting all existing research and test reactors from highly-enriched uranium (HEU)
(uranium containing greater than 20 wt% uranium-235) to low-enriched uranium (LEU)
fuels (uranium containing less than 20 wt% uranium-235) (Snelgrove et al., 1996). This
ongoing eort has developed numerous new fuel types, including plate-type uranium-silicide
and uranium-molybdenum fuels (Snelgrove et al., 1997). A plate-type dispersion fuel has
fuel particles dispersed in a non-ssile matrix; the fuel/matrix dispersion, known as the
fuel meat, is then clad by two metal sheets (Wang et al., 2010). This project focuses on
uranium-molybdenum plate-type dispersion fuels, which consist of uranium-molybdenum
particles dispersed in an aluminum matrix and clad with Al-6061 aluminum alloy.
During fuel plate fabrication, high-temperature conditions cause a chemical reaction to
occur between the fuel and matrix, creating a low thermal conductivity interaction layer
(Soba and Denis, 2007; Hofman et al., 2003). Subsequent irradiation further inuences the
formation of this layer (Soba and Denis, 2007). The interaction layer lowers the eective
thermal conductivity of the fuel plate and often causes swelling and porosity, which can lead
to a fuel plate failure (Hofman et al., 2003).
Surface-to-volume ratios vary between two- and three-dimensional models, causing heat
transfer properties to vary (Wang et al., 2007). The eective thermal conductivity seen in
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a two-dimensional model may not accurately represent the eective thermal conductivity
of the corresponding three-dimensional model. The goal of this project is to study the
relationship between two- and three-dimensional models. This includes validating existing
correction factors that convert two-dimensional model results to that which would be seen
in a three-dimensional microstructure, and developing a more accurate correction factor if
necessary. The objectives are to:
1. Accurately represent three-dimensional geometry
Most existing fuel performance modeling codes are two-dimensional. This project
serves as a prelude to the development of a three-dimensional fuel performance code
by developing a three-dimensional fuel plate model using a random distribution
of representative fuel particles. Abaqus FEA is used to calculate the internal
temperatures and eective thermal conductivities of the fuel plate using both two-
and three-dimensional approaches.
2. Include internal heat generation
Fuel plates experience internal heat generation during irradiation as a result of
neutron-induced ssion. Abaqus FEA includes internal heat generation in the
two- and three-dimensional models.
3. Determine eective thermal conductivities
Abaqus FEA calculates the internal temperatures in the models, which is used
to calculate the eective thermal conductivities for the fuel meat accounting
for internal heat generation. The eective thermal conductivities of two- and
three-dimensional fuel plates are used for direct comparison.
4. Validate results against existing codes and/or experimental data
Results obtained from Abaqus FEA are compared to numbers seen in PLATE
(Hayes et al., 2002). The results are used to validate the Bakker correlation
(Bakker, 1997), which is a factor that converts two-dimensional results to that
which is seen in a three-dimensional microstructure. A correction factor that is
better tting for the present research is developed.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of some research and test reactors involved in the
RERTR program as well as the history of the RERTR program, fuel materials considered
and the problems faced, as well as some current modeling codes and three-dimensional
correction factors. Model development and results will then be discussed in Chapters 3 and
2
4, respectively. Chapter 5 presents a summary with conclusions and Chapter 6 provides




This Chapter covers research and technologies pertaining to the present research.
Section 2.1 provides background information on several representative research and test
reactors and what type of fuel each uses. Next, Section 2.2 describes the Reduced
Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program, its history, goals and
accomplishments. Section 2.3 explains Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) reactor fuel
requirements and restrictions and includes a list of potential Low Enriched Uranium (LEU)
fuel forms. Fabrication methods are then discussed. Section 2.4 covers past and current
reasearch on U-Mo, why it is a good fuel candidate, and some problems that still exist. Next,
Section 2.5 discusses fuel performance modeling, including a description of current modeling
codes such as DPLACA, MAIA, DART and PLATE. The object-oriented nite element
method (OOF) is detailed in Section 2.6. Finally, Section 2.7 describes thermal conductivity
dependence on composition and structure, as well as the importance of three-dimensional
modeling.
2.1 Research and Test Reactors
One of the most common types of research reactors is the Training, Research, Isotopes,
General Atomics (TRIGA) reactor, developed by General Atomics in the 1950s (West, 1997).
These reactors use a uranium zirconium hydride (UZrH) fuel containing 8-30 wt% of 19.75
wt% enriched uranium hydride in a zirconium hydride matrix in the form of a fuel rod, as
seen in Figure 2.1 (Keller and Reese, 2009; United States Geological Survey, 2009). The
homogenized mixture of fuel and hydrogenous moderator prevents delay between fuel and
moderator temperature variations, resulting in a prompt negative temperature coecient
(West, 1997). Each UZrH fuel rod is placed into a stainless steel or aluminum tube,
graphite is inserted on either end of the fuel rods, and the tube is then closed with stainless
steel or aluminum caps to form a fuel element (United States Geological Survey, 2009).
TRIGA reactors are considered inherently safe because UZrH fuel has a uniquely high
negative temperature coecient, meaning that as the fuel temperature increases, reactivity
decreases, causing power operations to drop below criticality when necessary (United States
Geological Survey, 2009). Operating temperatures can be increased by adding a burnable
poison, erbium, which has a strong resonance absorption, causing the negative temperature
coecient to be even more prompt (West, 1997). TRIGAs can be pulsed to high peak power
levels, up to 22 GW at the Petesti Institute for Nuclear Research in Romania (West, 1997).
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Figure 2.1 TRIGA fuel element assembly (United States Geological Survey, 2009).
Three dierent types of TRIGA reactors exist: TRIGA Mark-I reactors, which are
located underground and have no beam tubes; TRIGA Mark-II reactors, which are located
above ground and can have many beam tubes; and TRIGA Mark-III reactors, which are
located above ground with a movable core (International Atomic Energy Association, 2010).
Figure 2.2 shows a cutaway schematic of a TRIGA Mark-I reactor.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of a TRIGA Mark-I reactor (West, 1997).
In 1952, the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) began operation at the National Reactor
Testing Station (NRTS) in Idaho (Kirk-Othmer, 2007). The reactor used plates of fuel, which
consisted of aluminum and uranium-aluminum alloy sandwiched together, with water as a
moderator/coolant and a beryllium reector (Kirk-Othmer, 2007). The fuel plates were
placed into a box-like frame equal distances apart to make a fuel assembly (Gimera et al.,
1960). Figure 2.3 presents diagrams of a MTR-type fuel plate and assembly. MTR-type
fuel elements, also known as plate-type fuel elements, have a high surface-to-volume ratio,
enhancing heat transfer across the plates (Gimera et al., 1960).
The Open Pool Australian Lightwater reactor (OPAL), is a research reactor that uses
fuel plates, rather than fuel rods (Irwin and Lorenzo, 2007). Commissioned in 2007, OPAL
is a 20 MW reactor that can load up to sixteen fuel assemblies, each containing 21 fuel plates
(Irwin and Lorenzo, 2007; Bennett, 2008). The fuel is U3Si2 enriched to 19.7 wt%
235U clad
in aluminum (Kennedy, 2006).



































Figure 2.3 Schematic diagrams of metal-dispersion plate-type fuel assemblies.
largest US university reactor, uses fuel plates, although the fuel is HEU (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 2009). The reactor facility intends to switch to LEU fuel in 2014
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2009). The MITR operates at 5 MW and can load
up to 27 fuel elements, where each element contains fteen fuel plates (Hu and Kohse, 2008).
The University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is a 10 MW ux-trap-type reactor
with high-intensity thermal and fast neutron ux and is the world's largest university research
reactor (McKibben et al., 2010; Williams, 1998).
The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) can produce
up to 250 MW and is the primary testing location for LEU fuel plates; however, the reactor
is currently running on HEU with intentions of switching to LEU when testing is completed
in 2014 (Idaho National Laboratory, 2009). Figure 2.4 shows a cutaway schematic of the
ATR (Idaho National Laboratory, 2009).
2.2 RERTR Program
The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, written in 1968, attempts to prevent the spread
of nuclear weapons and the disaster that could occur if a nuclear war were to break out
(Squassoni, 2008; Lehman and Phelps, 2005; Bunn, 2003). In 1978, United States President
Jimmy Carter signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act (NNPA) (Woolley and Peters, 2011;
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1986). This public law was written to provide better control
over proliferation of nuclear materials (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission). Through the
NNPA, the United States encouraged all countries to use a once-through fuel cycle and to
avoid using separated plutonium, uranium-233, or highly enriched uranium as reactor fuels
(Squassoni, 2008). The NNPA led to the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors
(RERTR) program, which was founded at Argonne National Laboratory in Chicago, Illinois
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the ATR (Idaho National Laboratory, 2009).
by the Department of Energy (DOE) (Travelli, 2003).
At the time the NNPA was signed, most research and test reactors were HEU reactors.
The RERTR program aims to convert all of these reactors to LEU while maintaining safe
and ecient performance (Travelli, 2003; Snelgrove et al., 1996). As of November, 2010,
72 out of 200 research reactors had either been converted or shut down (Chamberlin,
2010). The converted reactors include the Budapest Research Reactor (BRR), Japan's
Kyoto University Research Reactor (KUR), the US Geological Survey's Training, Research,
Isotopes, General Atomics (TRIGA) reactor, McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR), Pakistan
Research Reactor (PARR-1), International Reactor Innovative and Secure (IRIS), and the
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Osiris reactor (National Nuclear Security Administration, 2009; Chamberlin, 2010; McMaster
University, 2011; Nuclear Threat Initiative, 2009).
Dispersing fuel particles in a non-ssile matrix such as aluminum and sandwiching the
matrix between two sheets of metal clad results in a dispersion fuel (Wang et al., 2010).
Many reactors have been converted to LEU using dispersion fuels; however, several of the
remaining reactors require a uranium-235 density that is higher than dispersion fuels can
attain (Chamberlin, 2010; Clark et al., 2003). The key challenges to overcome in converting
reactors from HEU to LEU include maintaining high performance levels, developing LEU
target materials for isotope production, fuel fabrication issues, and lack of funding (Travelli,
2003). Funding increased after the attacks of September 11, 2001, when the RERTR program
accelerated (Travelli, 2003). Monolithic fuels consist of a single foil of clad fuel material,
which lowers the fuel's surface area and minimizes fuel-matrix interactions (Clark et al.,
2003). Monolithic fuels have been the answer to some of the conversion challenges such as
maintaining ecient performance, isotope production, and fuel fabrication (Travelli, 2003).
2.3 Candidate Fuel Materials
In order to achieve criticality, a reactor must possess a sucient atom density of
ssile uranium (Snelgrove et al., 1996). Replacing HEU with LEU reduces the fraction
of uranium-235 in the fuel, and thus the total uranium atom density must be increased
(Snelgrove et al., 1996). The RERTR program found that increasing the volume fraction,
or density, of uranium in the fuel material, while decreasing the enrichment to under 20
wt% could produce a fuel that is acceptable to the NNPA, but still contains a sucient
concentration of ssile material to sustain criticality (Copeland, 1995).
In 1996, the RERTR program set a goal to create a fuel meat with a uranium
density that would meet the demand of the unconverted reactors with the highest uranium
requirement (8-9 g·U·cm−3) (Snelgrove et al., 1996). Research indicates that the maximum
possible dispersion fuel volume loading is 55 vol% (Hofman et al., 1994). In order to obtain
the desired uranium atom density within fuel meat with this volume loading constraint,
the individual fuel particles need to have a uranium density of 15 g·U·cm−3 (Snelgrove
et al., 1996). Although pure uranium meets this requirement, it is undesireable due to its
unstable α-phase at room temperature - it is brittle, corrodes easily, and shows little oxidation
resistance (Burkes et al., 2009). As temperature increases, uranium passes through a β-phase
and enters into the γ-phase, which shows more stability and resistance to irradiation damage
(Burkes et al., 2009).
Alloying uranium with small amounts of another metal causes the three phases
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to stabilize over an expanded temperature range and improves uranium's irradiation
performance, corrosion resistance, and mechanical properties (Van den Berghe et al., 2008;
Burkes et al., 2009). Given the fuel density goals, Snelgrove et al. (1996) considered the
following alloys: U6Co, U6Ni, U6Fe, U6Mn, and UMo.
Based on irradiation performance, fuel fabrication cost, feasibility, and its solid solubility
in uranium, molybdenum is one of the most promising alloying metals (Snelgrove et al., 1996).
At high temperatures, U-Mo alloys are able to stay in a meta-stable state in the γ-phase for
long periods of time (Meyer et al., 2002). The amount of molybdenum required to stabilize
the γ-phase is reasonable, meaning a high density of uranium atoms is present in the U-Mo
alloys (Van den Berghe et al., 2008). Other advantages to U-Mo alloys include molybdenum's
isotropic growth and its reprocessibility (Burkes et al., 2009; Ryu et al., 2003).
2.4 Fabrication
A rotating-disk centrifugal atomization method creates the powder for the fuel plates.
The atomization process consists of melting uranium and molybdenum (using vacuum
induction melting) which is then fed to a spinning graphite disk which causes centrifugal
force to push liquid alloy droplets to the outside and collects atomized powder in the bottom
of the chamber (Ryu et al., 2003). Once the powder is created, there are two preferred
methods of producing LEU fuel plates - the roll-bonding process and extrusion (Meyer et al.,
2002; Ryu et al., 2003).
The roll-bonding process is a plastic deformation process designed to form extremely
ne grain sizes and increase material strength (Lee et al., 2002). The process consists of
laying one thin strip of metal on top of another and using a rolling mill to bond the two
strips together, as seen in Figure 2.5 (Huang et al., 2003). Heating the strips before the
rolling process improves the bonding (Huang et al., 2003). Cutting the bonded strip in half,
stacking the two halves, rolling again, and repeating the process multiple times is known as
accumulative roll-bonding (ARB) (Saito et al., 1999).
Extrusion is a process in which a material is forced through an opening, giving the
material a smaller and more uniform cross-section (Onawola and Adeyemi, 2003). Extrusion
variables include temperature (hot or cold extrusion can take place), the shape which the
metal is forced through, the speed at which it is compressed, and length/diameter ratio
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Figure 2.5 Diagram of the roll-bonding process.
2.5 Issues with U-Mo
Aluminum is an appropriate matrix material when combined with U-Mo fuel particles
because it can reach up to 80 at.% 235U burn-up (Meyer et al., 2002) and is cost ecient
(Snelgrove et al., 1996); however, at high temperatures, a chemical reaction between
the fuel and the matrix creates an interaction layer around the fuel particles, which is
further developed by irradiation (Soba and Denis, 2007). This interaction layer consists of
(U,Mo)Al3 and/or (U,Mo)Al4, which are very brittle and have a lower thermal conductivity
than either the fuel or the matrix (Park et al., 2008; Soba and Denis, 2007). The interaction
layer formation and ssion products in the interaction phase cause the fuel plates to swell
(Hofman et al., 2003). Recrystallization increases the grain boundary area, causing a
collection of pores to populate at the layer-matrix boundaries (Leenaers et al., 2004; Hofman
et al., 2003). Figure 2.6 identies the interaction layer and voids seen in the V1R010 fuel
plate irradiated in INL's ATR as part of the RERTR-6 experiment.
When U-Mo is used with a pure aluminum cladding, signicant porosity is seen at high
burn-up, leading to pillowing and fuel plate failure (Keiser et al., 2009; Leenaers et al., 2004).
Adding 2-5 at.% of silicon to the aluminum matrix signicantly reduces the interaction layer
thickness and fuel swelling, and no gross pore formation is seen (Hofman et al., 2006).
Adding zirconium to the U-Mo fuel particles can also increase the γ-phase stability (Park
et al., 2008). As more zirconium is added (up to 4 wt%), the interaction layer thickness
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Figure 2.6 Image of the irradiated V1R010 fuel plate with interaction layer and void
formations from the RERTR-6 experiment at INL.
decreases (Park et al., 2008). The eect of adding silicon to the matrix is approximately the
same as adding zirconium to the fuel meat (Park et al., 2008). Adding silicon to the matrix
in addition to adding zirconium to the fuel results in a thinner interaction layer than either
addition alone (Park et al., 2008).
Meyer et al. (2001 and 2002) tested fuel plates with 4-10 wt% molybdenum and found
that molybdenum content impacts the rate of interaction layer growth. U-4Mo interacts
heavily with the aluminum matrix, developing a thick interaction layer and forming large
ssion gas bubbles at the layer-matrix boundaries (Meyer et al., 2002). For these reasons,
U-4Mo is not a recommended dispersion fuel. A thick interaction layer and some ssion gas
bubbles develop in U-6Mo, although the performance is better than the U-4Mo (Meyer
et al., 2002). As the molybdenum content increases to 10 wt%, the fuel performance
continues to improve (Meyer et al., 2002). U-8Mo and U-10Mo show little to no ssion
gas bubble formation (Meyer et al., 2002). Fuels with 6 wt% Mo and higher perform well
under irradiation, making U-10Mo an excellent dispersion fuel candidate (Meyer et al.,
1999, 2002; Hofman et al., 2003). Although the dispersion layer is thinner in fuels with
a higher molybdenum content, a fuel-matrix interaction still occurs in every case. U-10Mo
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fuel particles fabricated from fuel lings and fuel particles formed by a spinning disk melt
atomization process show similar irradiation behaviors, suggesting that changing the fuel
fabrication method does not aect the interaction layer growth rate (Meyer et al., 2002).
2.6 Fuel Performance Modeling
The development of software models to predict interaction layer growth and overall
fuel performance is important for the design and licensing of replacement reactor fuels.
One challenge faced by fuel performance code programmers is how to deal with the moving
boundary conditions as the reaction layer grows and the volume of fuel particles and matrix
decreases (Soba and Denis, 2007). DPLACA is a two-dimensional code which models
temperature, stress and strain distributions, as well as swelling and core/clad interactions
using the nite element method and a "moving grid" method to account for the constant
changing boundary (Soba and Denis, 2007). The model makes the following assumptions:
uranium and aluminum diuse through the interaction layer and diusion is the rate-limiting
process; the fuel particles are spherical; and the interaction layer composition is (U,Mo)Al3
on the inner (fuel) side and (U,Mo)Al4.4 on the outer (matrix) side, with a continuous
gradient between the two (Soba and Denis, 2007). The predicted interaction layer thickness
agrees well with experimental data (Soba and Denis, 2007).
MAIA is a two-dimensional model developed by Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
(CAE) in France that calculates temperatures, stresses, deformations, and predicts
interaction layer growth in a U-Mo plate by considering the volume fraction of fuel meat
products, fuel/matrix interactions, densication and ssion product swelling (Marelle et al.,
2004; Leenaers et al., 2004; Marelle et al., 2007). MAIA assumes spherical fuel particles and
homogenized fuel meat (Marelle et al., 2004). Particle size is accounted for, but particle
distribution and orientation is not (Leenaers et al., 2004). Void formation is not accounted
for (Leenaers et al., 2004). MAIA utilizes the same physical models used in the Plate Lifetime
Accurate Thermal Evaluation (PLATE) code (Marelle et al., 2004).
PLATE is a three-dimensional model that models ssion gas generation, swelling,
and corrosion, and calculates fuel plate temperatures and swelling with nite-dierence
calculations while accounting for porosity and molybdenum content (Hayes et al., 2002).
The fuel meat thermal conductivity is based on the work of Hashin and Shtrikman (1962),
who developed a model to calculate the upper and lower bounds for the eective thermal
conductivity of multiphase materials (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962; de Vera and Strieder,
1977). For dispersion fuel meat, those bounds can be expressed as:
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PLATE employs a model which transitions between these bounds as a function of
fuel-phase fraction (Hayes et al., 2002). This modied version of the Hashin and Shtrikman
equations is given as Equation 2.3:
keff =
−kc + 3Vckc + 2km − 3Vckm +
√













PLATE uses a porosity correction factor, given in Equation 2.5, that is valid for
porosities up to 0.30:
kp = keff · exp(−2.14P ) (2.5)
Finally, PLATE also accounts for the amount of molybdenum in the fuel with Equation
2.6, which estimates the interaction layer thickness as a function of time, temperature, and
molybdenum content:






The results produced by PLATE are in good agreement with experimental data (Hayes
et al., 2002).
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2.7 Object-Oriented Finite Element Method
The object-oriented nite element technique (OOF) is a unique microstructure-based
analysis method (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2009). Rather than
using a unit-cell model like conventional nite element methods, OOF analyzes actual
microstructures through digitization of the microstructure, feature identication (grouping
the pixels based on RGB or gray-scale values), assignment of material properties to pixel
groups, mesh generation, assignment of boundary conditions and simulation of material
responses to conditions (Chawla et al., 2003; Langer et al., 2001).
Mesh generation in OOF uses a virtual energy-based approach (Chawla et al., 2003).
Renement of the mesh divides elements and moves nodes to conform to the shape of the
microstructure and to minimize a virtual energy functional parameter, E (Langer et al.,
2001). The energy function considers the shape energy (Eshape) and the homogeneity energy
(Ehom) by quantifying the quality of the shape and homogeneity of each mesh element, which
are combined as given in Equation 2.7 (Chawla et al., 2003; Langer et al., 2001):
E = αEhom + (1− α)Eshape (2.7)
In this equation, α is a parameter between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to an ideal
triangular or quadrilateral shape and 1 corresponds to a completely homogeneous element
(containing only one pixel color group) (Chawla et al., 2003; Langer et al., 2001). Varying
this value weights the importance of each factor, Eshape and Ehom. Upon completion of the
mesh generation and renement, conventional FEA steps solve for dened eld quantities
(Chawla et al., 2003).
2.8 Homogeneity/Stereography Issues
Calculating the thermal conductivity of a two-dimensional microstructure does
not accurately represent the thermal conductivity of the corresponding three-dimensional
microstructure (Bakker, 1997; Bakker et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2007). This Section discusses
these stereography issues as well as other parameters impacting heat transfer properties, and
also includes current two-dimensional to three-dimensional correction factors.
The thermal conductivity of a composite material is dependent on both composition and
structure (Wang et al., 2006). If the microstructure of a material is known, nite dierence
or nite element methods can be used to determine the eective thermal conductivity; if the
microstructure is uncertain, analytical or structural models are preferred (Wang et al., 2006).
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Numerical modeling can give more detailed results and with the improvements in computing
technology in the last few decades, much higher resolution models are now possible (Bakker,
1997).
Surface-to-volume ratios vary between two-dimensional and three-dimensional models,
causing heat transfer properties to also vary between two- and three-dimensional models
(Wang et al., 2007). When fuel particles are dispersed in a higher thermal conductivity
matrix, the two-dimensional eective thermal conductivity is always smaller than that of
the three-dimensional, implying that the two-dimensional results can be considered the lower
limit of the three-dimensional conductivity (Bakker, 1997; Wang et al., 2007). Bakker (1997)
performed nite element analyses to determine a two-dimensional to three-dimensional
correction factor based on the assumption that if a three-dimensional shape impacts the
three-dimensional conductivity, the corresponding two-dimensional cross-section also eects
the two-dimensional conductivity. The correction factor incorporates analytical equations
derived by Schulz (1981), which vary based on the shape of the dispersed inclusions (Bakker,
1997). Equations 2.8 and 2.9 can be used to convert thermal conductivity between two- and
three- dimensions (Bakker, 1997).
1− (1− kc
km
) ∗ Vc − kmkeff,2D
1− (1− kc
km
) ∗ Vc − kmkeff,3D
= η, (2.8)






These equations are valid only for circular/spherical particles and for km > kc (Bakker,
1997). Other equations apply if km < kc and for dierent shaped particles (Bakker, 1997).
Wang et al. (2007) used a full stochastic-statistic approach and found that the ratio of
the two-dimensional eective thermal conductivity to the three-dimensional eective thermal
conductivity is signicantly dependent on porosity. The results of a two-dimensional lattice
Boltzmann model also show dependence on porosity and pore structure (Jiyu et al., 2004).
Irradiation causes void formation in fuel plates and the voids tend to populate at grain
boundaries, creating complex pore shapes and structures (Keiser et al., 2009; Leenaers et al.,
2004). Although it is clear that conductivity is eected by porosity, dierences in pore shape,
structure and orientation cause that dependence to vary (Jiyu et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007;
Bakker, 1997). Bakker (1995) dened a variable relating the two- and three-dimensional






The parameter λ varies only slightly with pore shape (Bakker et al., 1995). It is
determined that the two-dimensional thermal conductivity is impacted by porosity according
to Equation 2.11 and the three-dimensional thermal conductivity is impacted by porosity
according to Equation 2.12 (Bakker et al., 1995):
keff,2D = (1− Φ)γ (2.11)
keff,3D = (1− Φ)β. (2.12)
In these Equations, γ and β are parameters that depend on the pore shape, distribution
and orientation (Bakker et al., 1995).
Existing correction factors provide reasonably good results when applied to problems
involving the transport of heat across the microstructure of dispersion fuels; however,
these correction factors are inappropriate in cases when heat is generated within the
microstructure. A new correction factor specic to heat-generating U-Mo dispersion fuel
microstructures containing an interaction layer will allow for two-dimensional analyses to
provide meaningful insights into the three-dimensional performance of these materials.
Chapter 3 discusses the methods used in the present research to create two- and
three-dimensional models. Section 3.1 details the three-dimensional model development and




The present research consists of three separate parts: rst, the analysis of
three-dimensional models; second, the analysis of two-dimensional representations of the
three-dimensional models; third, the comparison of the results of each the three- and two-
dimensional models, and the development of a correlation equation. The study considered
300x300x300 µm cubes of fuel material at three nominal packing fractions: 40 vol%, 45
vol%, and 50 vol%. Each packing fraction data set consists of three plates, for a total of nine
dierent plates. Each model compared three interaction layer thicknesses - no interaction
layer, 5 µm, and fully interacted (no matrix, just fuel and interaction layer), totaling 27
dierent cases. For each of these 27 plates, a computer routine captured an image of the
x-y plane in the center of the plate (z=0 µm) and half-way between the center and the wall
(z=-75 µm and z=+75 µm) for three two-dimensional representations of each plate. All
models contain the same boundary conditions. The surface heat ux remained consistent in
each case in order to provide consistent operating conditions in every scenario.
3.1 Three-Dimensional Model Development
A Python module generates a random distribution of particles based on the particle
distribution used in the RERTR-7 experiments at Idaho National Laboratory (Medvedev,
2011) and outputs a list of radii and coordinates (x, y, z) of each fuel particle in the
hypothetical fuel plate. Cubit, a meshing program developed at Sandia National Labs,
builds and meshes these plates based on the output values. To keep the results as realistic as
possible, the module randomly places fuel particles in a 600x600x600 µm cube. The module
then cuts a 300x300x300 µm section out of the center of the larger plate, cutting through
the fuel particles, the interaction layer, and the matrix, and generates a Cubit script to build
the resulting smaller model. This allows for pieces of fuel particles and interaction layer on
the edges of the model, preventing an articial path for heat ow along the corner walls.
Figure 3.1 displays a model of a fuel meat sample with an eective packing fraction of 44.6
vol% and an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm before and after meshing.
The fuel particles, the interaction layer clusters, and the matrix each comprise their
own respective volume group within Cubit. Cubit calculates the volume of each group, and










(a) Unmeshed model. (b) Meshed model.
Figure 3.1 Model of a 300x300x300 µm plate with an eective packing fraction of 44.6 vol% and an interaction layer thickness
of 5 µm.
The Python module adds the interaction layer to the outside of each fuel particle, so the
fuel volume is the same in each case. The Python module for the model in Figure 3.1 built
a 600x600x600 µm plate with a nominal packing fraction of 40 vol%. Within the Python
module, the fuel particles are not permitted to overlap the edges of the control volume. This
results in a higher eective packing fraction towards the center of the model and a lower
packing fraction at the edges of the full model. Cutting a section out of the center of a larger
plate captures the higher-density region. The current analyses consider a 300x300x300 µm
cube in the center of a 600x600x600 µm control volume. This results in an eective packing
fraction about 5% higher than the nominal packing fraction of the full model.
The Cubit script rst builds the matrix as a solid block. Next, it builds the fuel particle
spheres. Lastly, it builds the interaction layer as spheres centered on the fuel particles, checks
for all fuel particles that overlap each interaction layer sphere, and subtracts the overlapping
fuel particles to create an interaction layer shell that surrounds the fuel particles. The Cubit
"subtract" command cuts the shape of all the fuel particle spheres and all the interaction
layer shells out of the matrix. The "unite" command merges overlapping interaction layer
parts and groups the spherical shells into "clusters" where possible. The "imprint/merge"
tool then combines duplicate surfaces. Finally, Cubit meshes the model.
Abaqus FEA imports the mesh produced by Cubit and performs the nite element
analysis. A constant temperature of 400 K at the top and bottom surfaces allows heat
ow in the y-direction which represents the thickness of the plate. All of the other sides
are adiabatic and do not allow heat to escape, as the length and width of the plate are
considerably longer than the model represents. Abaqus applies a body heat ux load to the
fuel particles and to any interaction layer to simulate the volumetric heat generation caused
by ssions occurring in the materials. The heat that escapes through the bottom and top
surfaces is measured after each analysis to ensure the sum is consistent among all two- and
three-dimensional models in order to simulate the same operating conditions.
The internal heat generation in the fuel and in the interaction layer is proportional to
the amount of uranium in each. The heat ux equation can be simplied using the ratio of




















Equations 3.4 and 3.5 calculate the amount of uranium in the fuel and in the interaction
layer, respectively:
NU,Fuel =




















For U-7Mo fuel with a UAL4 interaction layer, that ratio (Γ) is 0.24419. Equation 3.7







The heat loads applied to the fuel and the interaction layer are set based on the desired
total plate heat ux of 4.88 ·10−6 W ·µm−2, which comes from results seen during irradiation
of plate R6R018 in the Advanced Test Reactor at Idaho National Laboratory (Robinson
et al., 2010).
Equation 3.7 can now be solved for q 'Fuel:
q′′′Fuel =
q′′xz
VFuel + Γ ∗ VIL
(3.8)
Figure 3.2 provides a visual of these loads and boundary conditions. In order to simulate
consistent operating conditions for each fuel plate, adjusting the magnitude of the calculated
body heat uxes ensures that the total heat ux out of the non-insulated surfaces is the same
in each model. Due to the non-uniform distribution of fuel in the models, the heat ux out
of the top surface is not necessarily the same as the heat ux out of the bottom surface.
However, the sum of the heat ux out the top and bottom surfaces is equal to the desired
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Figure 3.2 Applied heat loads, boundary conditions, and the resulting heat ux for a 300x300x300 µm model with an eective
packing fraction of 55.7 vol% and an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm.
plate heat ux of 4.88 · 10−6 W · µm−2.
Cubit has diculties meshing certain geometries, including: tangent fuel particles or
interaction layer spheres; extremely small volumes, usually caused by multiple fuel spheres
enclosing a small volume of matrix, or created during the cutting process; and extremely
small surfaces resulting from cutting through a fuel particle or interaction layer. Resolving
these diculties is discussed in more detail below.
Adding a routine to the particle generation module remedied the problem of tangent
particles. In this routine, if two spheres are within a user-dened distance of each other, the
routine either shrinks both particles so that they are no longer too close, or increases both
spheres' radii so they become overlapping. The overlapping adjustment applies only to the
interaction layer spheres, as fuel particles cannot overlap. The added routine denitions are
stated below.
def check_for_tangents(self, margin = 0.50):
for p in self.particle_list:




return self.distance(other) - (self.od/2.0 + other.od/2.0)
def space_between_il(self, other):
return self.distance(other) - (self.od/2.0 + self.ilt +
other.od/2.0 + other.ilt)
def adjust_il(self, other, margin = 0.50):
space = self.space_between_il(other)
if abs(space) <= margin:
if space > 0:
self.ilt -= (margin - space)/2.0
other.ilt -= (margin - space)/2.0
if space <= 0:
self.ilt += (margin + space)/2.0
other.ilt += (margin + space)/2.0
def adjust_fuel(self, other, margin = 0.50):
fspace = self.space_between_fuel(other)
if abs(fspace) <= margin:
self.od = self.od - (margin - fspace)/2.0
other.od -= (margin - fspace)/2.0
In the code above, the default user-dened distance is 0.50 µm. The code calculates the
space between particles. The original program does not allow fuel particles to overlap, just
as they cannot overlap in real life. The original program does allow interaction layer spheres
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to overlap. If the space between interaction layer spheres (called "space") is less than or
equal to the user-dened "margin," it is rst determined whether the space is positive or
negative. If the space is negative, the spheres are slightly overlapping. In that case the code
increases the spheres' radii by half the dierence between the actual space and the desired
space. If the space is positive, the code reduces the interaction layers' radii by half the
dierence between the actual space and the desired space. If the space between fuel particles
(called "fspace") is less than or equal to the "margin," the code shrinks both particles' radii
by half the dierence between the desired spacing and the actual spacing.
Two methods resolve the problem of extremely small volumes. If the volume was created
by an enclosure of multiple spheres, the added routine (shown above), which removes tangent
particles, typically xed it. If the cutting process created the small volume, the volumes were
manually deleted after verifying that they were less than 0.1% of the volume of the smallest
fuel particle. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a particle that was cut with very little remaining
inside the matrix. The volume was 0.265 µm3, which is less than 0.1% of the smallest fuel
particle volume (523.6 µm3), allowing this volume to be removed with minimal impact on
the model results.
Figure 3.3 Negligible fuel particle volume deleted during model renement.
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(a) Original surface. (b) After adjustment
Figure 3.4 Manual surface adjustment.
Manual adjustment of the model addressed the third problem. If a surface was too small
to mesh, the Cubit script produced by the Python program was manually altered to shrink or
increase the radius, or to move the particle such that the surface was modied appropriately.
In Figure 3.4 the highlighted surface has a surface area of 5 µm2. Cubit has problems meshing
surfaces with an area less than 10 µm2. Modifying the script to decrease the radius of the
fuel particle by 1 µm removed the surface. Packing fractions and particle distributions were
always checked before and after changes to ensure that the changes resulted in a negligible
eect and that the plate remained realistic.
After creating the 27 three-dimensional plates for the present research, a routine in the
Python module captures an image of the x-y plane in the center and at ±75 µm of each
plate. The two-dimensional model development is discussed in more detail in the following
Section.
3.2 Two-Dimensional Model Development
Two-dimensional images taken directly from each of the 27 three-dimensional models
with varying packing fractions and interaction layer thicknesses provide a direct comparison
between two- and three-dimensional data. A direct comparison is necessary in order to
validate existing correction factors that convert two-dimensional results to that which would
be seen in a three-dimensional fuel plate, or to develop a new correction factor if necessary.
A routine included in the Python fuel plate generation module takes a two-dimensional
cross-sectional image through the three-dimensional model, perpendicular to the z-axis. The
routine denes the default plane at the center (z=0 µm), but users can select any plane in
the plate. The computer routine denes all fuel particles to be red, all matrix to be blue, and
interaction layer green. OOF2 takes the image and creates groups based on color. OOF2
then states the number of pixels in each color group and these values are used to calculate
the packing fraction:
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(a) z=-75 µm, pf = 46.7 vol% (b) z=0 µm, pf = 58.8 vol% (c) z=+75 µm, pf = 45.5 vol%






AFuel + AIL + AMat
(3.9)
Figure 3.5 shows two-dimensional images taken from the three-dimensional plate shown
in Figure 3.1, at z=-75 µm, z=0 µm, and z=+75 µm. Based on Equation 3.9, the
two-dimensional eective packing fraction at z=-75 µm (Figure 3.5a) is 46.7 vol%, the
two-dimensional eective packing fraction at z=+75 µm (Figure 3.5c) is 45.5 vol%, compared
to the eective packing fraction of 58.8 vol% at z=0 µm (Figure 3.5b). The three-dimensional
plate that these images represent has an eective packing fraction of 44.6 vol%. The packing
fractions dier signicantly because a two-dimensional cross-sectional image represents a
slice of the three-dimensional plate, and not the entire plate.
After assigning groups based on color, OOF2 meshes the images. Abaqus FEA imports
these meshes for nite element analysis. Abaqus applies a constant temperature of 400 K
to the top and bottom edges, leaving the other two edges as adiabatic. Abaqus applies a
volumetric heat generation load to the fuel and any existing interaction layer. The heat
loads are determined such that the heat ux out of the plate remains consistent among all
models, as given by Equations 3.10 and 3.11:
q′′′Fuel =
q′′x
AFuel +R ∗ AIL
(3.10)
q′′′IL = R ∗ q′′′Fuel (3.11)
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The derivation of the heat load equations is essentially the same as the three-dimensional
relationships derived in Section 3.1 (Equations 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). The heat ux out
is a predetermined value of 4.88 · 10−6 W ·µm−2 which is consistent with results seen during
irradiation of R6R018 in the Advanced Test Reactor at Idaho National Laboratory (Robinson
et al., 2010). Figure 3.6 displays the mesh OOF2 created for Figure 3.5b, with the applied
load and boundary condition values.




Figure 3.6 Applied heat loads, boundary conditions, and the resulting heat ux for a 300x300 µm model with an eective
packing fraction of 58.8 vol% and an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm.
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two-dimensional images of irradiated fuel plates are readily available. It is currently
uncertain how to relate the data retrieved from the analysis of a two-dimensional image
to that which would be seen in the real, three-dimensional world. The present research
studies the relationship between the two- and three-dimensional models and determines a
way to take data obtained from a two-dimensional micrograph and convert the eective
thermal conductivity to that which would be seen in a three-dimensional model. The
average temperature in the center of every plate and the heat ux out of each model is
used to calculate the eective thermal conductivity of each two- and three-dimensional
microstructure for direct comparison. Figure 4.1 shows the coordinate system and variables












Figure 4.1 The coordinate system and variables used to calculate the eective thermal
conductivity of each model.
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+ q′′′ = 0 (4.1)






y + C1 (4.2)
At the center of the plate in the x-y plane, the temperature derivative is zero. This can
be used to solve for the constant C1.
dT
dy
|y=0 = C1 = 0 (4.3)








The temperature at the top and bottom surfaces are set to a constant temperature, Tc.
Dening the center of the plate to be y=0 and the top surface to be y=L/2 allows Equation
























The average temperature at the center of the plate (TCL) is measured in every model.







+ Tc = TCL (4.8)
Consolidating the temperatures to one side simplies to:
















Equation 4.10 calculates the eective thermal conductivity of the models using the
average temperature in the centerline for TCL. The temperature results for the model in
Figure 3.2 are displayed in Figure 4.2.
The PLATE model estimates the eective thermal conductivity of a fuel plate using






−kc + 3φkc + 2km − 3φkm +
√
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, (4.12)




















Figure 4.2 The temperature results for a 300µm x 300µm x 300µm model with an eective packing fraction of 55.7 vol% and
an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm.
The present research assumes that the thermal conductivities of the aluminum matrix,
U-7Mo fuel, and the UMoAl3 interaction layer are 240 W·m−1·K−1 (Incropera et al.,
2007), 13.75 W·m−1·K−1 (Ozaltun et al., 2010), and 8.87 W·m−1·K−1 (Nazare et al., 1975),
respectively. The predicted eective thermal conductivity of all of the simulations conducted
for this work are shown in Figure 4.3 as a function of eective packing fraction.
The tested three-dimensional models contain an eective packing fraction ranging from
44.63 vol% to 56.15 vol%. The eective thermal conductivity of the tested three-dimensional
models containing no interaction layer ranges from 84-106 W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding
two-dimensional models, also with no interaction layer, return eective thermal conductivity
values ranging from 46-97 W·m−1·K−1.
The eective thermal conductivity of the tested three-dimensional models containing
an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm ranges from 28-47 W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding
two-dimensional models return eective thermal conductivity values ranging from 16-36
W·m−1·K−1.
The eective thermal conductivity of fully interacted three-dimensional models at the
tested packing fractions ranges from 10.37-11.18 W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding fully
interacted two-dimensional models, return eective thermal conductivity values ranging from
9.84-11.78 W·m−1K·−1.
Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 present the three-dimensional thermal conductivity values, the
two-dimensional thermal conductivity values before and after applying Bakker's correction
factor (Bakker, 1997), and the PLATE estimates for each interaction layer thickness (0 µm, 5
µm, and fully interacted, respectively), clustered by the three-dimensional eective packing
fraction.
When the fuel plate consists of fuel particles in a higher thermal conductivity matrix, the
uncorrected two-dimensional models estimate eective thermal conductivities less than those
predicted by the corresponding three-dimensional models, conrming Bakker's statement
that a two-dimensional model serves as a lower bound of a corresponding three-dimensional
model (Bakker, 1997). Two-dimensional models eectively assume that the fuel particles
are cylinders rather than spheres, and will therefore underestimate the amount of matrix
in the model. This results in a lower eective thermal conductivity, except in the case of
fully interacted models. In the case that no aluminum matrix remains, the interaction layer,
which has a very low thermal conductivity, acts as the matrix. Underestimating the amount
of matrix in the fully interacted models results in a high estimate of the eective thermal
conductivity.
The packing fraction of a three-dimensional plate varies throughout the model. If the
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Figure 4.3 Two- and three-dimensional eective thermal conductivity results for all models at each packing fraction and
interaction layer thickness.
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Figure 4.4 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, the
two-dimensional models after applying Bakker's correction factor, and the PLATE prediction for U-7Mo fuel plates with no
interaction layer.
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Figure 4.5 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, the
two-dimensional models after applying Bakker's correction factor, and the PLATE prediction for U-7Mo fuel plates with an
interaction layer thickness of 5 µm.
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Figure 4.6 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, the
two-dimensional models after applying Bakker's correction factor, and the PLATE prediction for fully interacted U-7Mo fuel
plates.
slice cuts through the center of more fuel particles, the two-dimensional slice returns a higher
packing fraction. If the slice cuts through the ends of particles rather than the centers, the
two-dimensional slice returns a smaller packing fraction. Figure 4.7 shows how packing
fractions vary across the nine models created for the present research. Also, the average
temperature through the centerline of the two-dimensional image varies from the average
temperature through a dierent line in the plate. The present research takes the average
temperature from the same centerline (y=0 µm) for direct comparison, but it should be
noted that there is temperature variance through the models due to their small size.
The PLATE model under estimates the three-dimensional eective thermal conductivity
of plates with no interaction layer and over estimates the three-dimensional eective thermal
conductivity of plates with a 5 µm thick interaction layer at the tested packing fractions.
The PLATE model gives a good approximation of the three-dimensional eective thermal
conductivity for fully interacted models.
Figure 4.7 Variations in the eective two-dimensional packing fractions.
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Applying Bakker's correction factor to the two-dimensional data provides a rough
estimate for models with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, but is inaccurate for
models with no interaction layer and fully-interacted models. For the present research,
a dierent correlation developed by tting trendlines for each data set and dividing the
three-dimensional data's trendline by the two-dimensional data's trendline provides better
results.





The correction function, f , found for plates with no interaction layer is:
f = e0.004737∗Vc (4.15)
The trendlines used to calculate Equation 4.15 and the corrected data are shown in
Figure 4.8.
Repeating the process for the models with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, the
corresponding data and trendlines found are shown in Figure 4.9.
The correction factor used for the corrected data in Figure 4.9 is:
f = e−0.00903∗Vc (4.16)
Lastly, the process was repeated for the fully interacted models. The trendlines are
shown in Figure 4.10.




The trendlines for the two- and three-dimensional data sets for fully interacted
models are so similar that the correction factor is essentially one. Thus, correcting the
two-dimensional data does not result in a signicant change, as seen in Figure 4.10. There
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Figure 4.8 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, and the
two-dimensional models with the new correction factor for U-7Mo fuel plates with no interaction layer.
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Figure 4.9 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, and the
two-dimensional models with the new correction factor for U-7Mo fuel plates with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm.
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Figure 4.10 Eective thermal conductivity estimates from the three-dimensional models, the two-dimensional models, and the
two-dimensional models with the new correction factor for fully interacted U-7Mo fuel plates.
Table 4.1 Results of χ2 signicance testing of the diferences between the two- and
three-dimensional models.
Interaction Layer Uncorrected Bakker's Correction Factor New Correction Factor
(µm) (χ2) (χ2) (χ2)
0 1.65*10−18 2.22*10−38 0.056
5 2.30*10−17 0.032 0.92
Fully Interacted 1.00 1.00 N/A
is too much scatter in the two-dimensional fully interacted data to nd a better tting
trendline and correction factor.
A statistical analysis compares the raw and the converted two-dimensional data to the
actual three-dimensional data. The results of a χ test are shown in Table 4.1.
The χ2 value tests whether or not the null hypothesis is valid. A χ2 value of one means
that the dierences between the two data sets are due purely to random error. For the models
with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, the χ2 value calculated with the new correction
factor means that the variation in keff values is 92 % likely due to randomness, rather than
methodological error. This indicates that it is likely that a two-dimensional model can be
used to approximate the eective thermal conductivity in a three-dimensional model after
applying the new correction factor. However, the χ2 value for the models with no interaction
layer is very low. Using a two-dimensional model to approximate the eective thermal
conductivity in a three-dimensional model with no interaction layer will not necessarily
return reliable results. When applied to models with no interaction layer or an interaction
layer thickness of 5 µm, Bakker's correction factor returns χ2 values close to zero. Thus, the
variation in the keff values is due to methodological error and Bakker's correction factor is
not appropriate for converting the tested two-dimensional model results for U-Mo dispersion
fuels. The new correction factor developed for fully interacted models is too close to one
to be evaluated statistically. The χ2 value calculated with the raw data for fully interacted
models is one, meaning that the variation in keff values is due to random error and the raw
two-dimensional data may provide an acceptable approximation for the thermal conductivity
in a three-dimensional model without a correction factor.
Table 4.2 displays the average error seen when comparing the raw and corrected
two- dimensional thermal conductivity results to the three-dimensional results, grouped by
interaction layer thickness.
The present research concludes that Bakker's correction factor is not eective in
accurately converting the two-dimensional data for the tested models of U-Mo dispersion
fuels with internal heat generation. The new correction factors developed in the present
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Table 4.2 The average error seen in the raw and corrected two-dimensional models.
Interaction Layer Uncorrected Bakker's Correction Factor New Correction Factor
(µm) (%) (%) (%)
0 21.28 28.14 9.67
5 35.62 17.61 9.79
Fully Interacted 3.71 10.73 N/A
research are successful in keeping the average error below 10 %. For models with an
interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, the new correction factor gives good approximations
for the three-dimensional eective thermal conductivity.
Although the average error after applying the new correction factor to models with no
interaction layer is relatively low, the χ2 test suggests a larger data set is necessary to draw
signicant conclusions as to the validity of the new correction factor.
The new correction factor developed for fully interacted models is too close to one
to change the raw data values signicantly. The raw two-dimensional data for the fully
interacted models returns good approximations. The Bakker correction factors are not
eective when there is heat generation in a higher thermal conductivity matrix, and the
present research suggests a methodology for developing an improved correction factor for





The present research studied nine three-dimensional models, each with a dierent
eective packing fraction, and each with an interaction layer of 0 µm, 5 µm, and fully
interacted, totaling 27 models. Three two-dimensional models were taken from each of
the three-dimensional models at z=-75 µm, z=0 µm, and z=+µm. The same boundary
conditions were applied to every model and the eective thermal conductivity of each
model was calculated. Bakker's correction factor was applied to each two-dimensional
thermal conductivity and compared to the thermal conductivity seen in the corresponding
three-dimensional model. A new method was developed to calculate a more accurate
correction factor.
The eective thermal conductivity of three-dimensional models containing an eective
packing fraction between 44.63-56.15 vol% and no interaction layer ranges from 84-106
W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding two-dimensional models, also with no interaction layer,
return eective thermal conductivity values ranging from 46-97 W·m−1·K−1.
The eective thermal conductivity of three-dimensional models containing an eective
packing fraction between 44.63-56.15 vol% and an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm ranges
from 28-47 W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding two-dimensional models, also with an interaction
layer thickness of 5 µm, return eective thermal conductivity values ranging from 16-36
W·m−1·K−1.
The eective thermal conductivity of fully interacted three-dimensional models
containing an eective packing fraction between 44.63-56.15 vol% ranges from 10.37-11.18
W·m−1·K−1. The corresponding fully interacted two-dimensional models, return eective
thermal conductivity values ranging from 9.84-11.78 W·m−1K·−1.
Except in the fully interacted case, the two-dimensional thermal conductivity is always
less than the thermal conductivity of the corresponding three-dimensional model because a
two-dimensional model assumes the spherical fuel particles are cylinders. This assumption
eectively underestimates the amount of matrix in the model. When the microstructure
is fully interacted, none of the higher thermal conductivity matrix remains and the low
thermal conductivity interaction layer acts as the matrix. Underestimating the amount of
matrix in the fully interacted case results in a higher estimate thermal conductivity in the
two-dimensional models.
The present research concludes that Bakker's correction factor largely over corrects
the two-dimensional thermal conductivity in models with no interaction layer, and under
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corrects the two-dimensional thermal conductivity in fully interacted models. Bakker's
correction factor did provide reasonable results when applied to two-dimensional models
with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, although a χ2 test suggests the presence of a
systematic bias, likely towards overcorrection.
New correction factors for two-dimensional models were created by tting trendlines
to the two- and three-dimensional data sets and using ratios to calculate a function that
relates the data sets. For models with an interaction layer thickness of 5 µm, the new
correction factor did provide reasonable approximations for the three-dimensional eective
thermal conductivity at packing fractions between 44.63 vol% and 56.15 vol%. At the same
packing fractions, the raw data obtained from fully interacted two-dimensional models gives
a reasonable approximation of the three-dimensional thermal conductivity with no correction
factor. Although the new correction factor calculated for models with no interaction layer
thickness did lower the average error in the two-dimensional thermal conductivity, the
statistical analysis suggests that the correction is still biased. A larger data set may improve
these results.
The method developed for calculating a two- to three-dimensional correction factor
could be very sucessful when used with a larger data set. A larger number of data points




RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCHERS
The present research started with plates of size 600 µm x 600 µm x 600 µm and cut
a smaller plate of size 300 µm x 300 µm x 300 µm out of the center of the larger model.
The small size of the models allowed for a disproportionate impact from edge eects which
resulted in diculties controlling the modeled packing fraction. The initial model should be
sized 1200 µm x 600 µm x 1200 µm (length x thickness x width) or larger and a 600 µm x
600 µm x 600 µm segment be cut from the center, resulting in a plate model with the actual
U-7Mo fuel plate thickness and far enough away from the edges that edge eects are limited.
Creating larger models may result in a more even distribution of fuel particles which will aid
in eliminating the moving temperature average seen in the two-dimensional models.
A much larger data set should be considered in future studies. Numerous plates at
each packing fraction are necessary for better statistical results. A more complete range of
interaction layer thicknesses at each packing fraction will allow a better understanding of
how interaction layer thickness eects thermal conductivity and temperature elds. In order
to obtain more reliable trendlines, lower packing fractions need to be included.
The correction factors found in the present research are only applicable to U-7Mo
fuel at the tested packing fractions and interaction layer thicknesses. A generic correction
factor would be more useful. Normalized results from plates of dierent fuel types (such
as U-10Mo) with various plate sizes, more packing fractions, and a more complete range of
interaction layer thicknesses would provide data for a correction factor that is more useful
to the development and qualication of U-7Mo fuels.
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A.1 Table of Results
PFNom. PF3D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,3D PF2D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,2D z









) (K) ( Wm·K) (µm)
46.74 0 3.40 N/A 402.09 87.56 -75
40 44.63 0 3.99 N/A 401.90 96.32 58.80 0 2.78 N/A 403.30 55.45 0
45.51 0 3.53 N/A 402.38 76.89 +75
46.74 5 3.13 7.79 405.91 30.96 -75
40 44.63 5 3.74 9.13 404.08 44.85 58.81 5 2.60 6.34 408.77 20.87 0
45.51 5 3.15 7.69 405.66 32.33 +75
46.74 FI 2.76 6.74 415.54 11.78 -75
40 44.63 FI 2.89 7.05 417.64 10.37 58.80 FI 2.40 5.85 416.69 10.96 0
45.51 FI 2.81 6.85 418.60 9.84 +75
51.00 0 3.19 N/A 402.59 70.66 -75
40 45.78 0 3.89 N/A 401.74 105.17 46.03 0 3.62 N/A 402.17 84.33 0
54.63 0 3.05 N/A 402.85 64.21 +75
51.00 5 2.74 6.70 407.50 24.40 -75
40 45.77 5 3.48 8.50 403.98 45.98 46.03 5 3.12 7.62 405.67 32.28 0
54.63 5 2.58 6.30 406.76 27.07 +75
51.00 FI 2.62 6.40 416.89 10.83 -75
40 45.78 FI 2.88 7.04 417.25 10.61 46.03 FI 2.78 6.78 416.28 11.24 0
54.63 FI 2.51 6.12 416.15 11.33 +75
47.49 0 3.61 N/A 402.24 81.70 -75
40 46.38 0 3.92 N/A 401.81 101.31 42.45 0 3.81 N/A 401.89 96.83 0
49.36 0 3.42 N/A 402.64 69.32 +75
47.49 5 3.20 7.82 407.11 25.74 -75
40 46.38 5 3.40 8.31 403.96 46.21 42.45 5 3.49 8.52 405.14 35.60 0
49.36 5 3.14 7.68 407.90 23.16 +75
47.49 FI 2.73 6.67 416.41 11.15 -75
40 46.38 FI 2.84 7.06 416.97 10.78 42.45 FI 2.94 7.18 417.01 10.76 0
49.36 FI 2.68 6.54 416.75 10.93 +75
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A.1 Table of Results, Continued
PFNom. PF3D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,3D PF2D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,2D z









) (K) ( Wm·K) (µm)
45.19 0 3.54 N/A 402.21 82.81 -75
45 49.60 0 3.67 N/A 401.85 98.92 46.79 0 3.64 N/A 402.34 78.21 0
46.63 0 3.49 N/A 402.25 81.33 +75
45.19 5 3.11 7.60 407.22 25.35 -75
45 49.60 5 3.19 7.78 405.05 36.24 46.79 5 3.06 7.47 407.32 25.00 0
46.63 5 2.98 7.27 407.86 23.28 +75
45.19 FI 2.82 6.88 416.10 11.37 -75
45 49.60 FI 2.74 6.70 416.83 10.87 46.79 FI 2.75 6.72 416.41 11.15 0
46.63 FI 2.78 6.80 415.99 11.44 +75
42.03 0 3.86 N/A 401.89 96.83 -75
45 50.35 0 3.42 N/A 401.86 98.39 47.33 0 3.40 N/A 402.19 83.56 0
48.36 0 3.42 N/A 402.23 82.06 +75
42.03 5 3.60 8.78 406.99 26.18 -75
45 50.35 5 3.16 7.71 404.84 37.81 47.33 5 3.00 7.33 406.71 27.27 0
48.36 5 3.01 7.35 407.01 26.11 +75
42.03 FI 2.96 7.23 416.73 10.94 -75
45 50.35 FI 2.71 6.61 416.52 11.08 47.33 FI 2.75 6.71 418.03 10.15 0
48.36 FI 2.72 6.64 415.70 11.66 +75
52.31 0 3.00 N/A 402.20 83.18 -75
45 52.25 0 3.33 N/A 401.97 93.08 48.04 0 3.42 N/A 402.47 74.09 0
56.94 0 2.78 N/A 402.61 70.11 +75
52.31 5 2.73 6.67 407.81 23.43 -75
45 52.25 5 2.99 7.29 404.78 38.28 48.04 5 3.03 7.40 407.56 24.21 0
56.94 5 2.81 6.87 409.49 19.28 +75
52.31 FI 2.58 6.31 417.08 10.71 -75
45 52.25 FI 2.64 6.44 416.93 10.81 48.04 FI 2.71 6.62 416.46 11.12 0
56.94 FI 2.46 6.02 416.48 11.10 +75
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A.1 Table of Results, Continued
PFNom. PF3D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,3D PF2D ILT q 'Fuel q 'IL TAvg,CL keff,2D z









) (K) ( Wm·K) (µm)
56.66 0 2.74 N/A 402.66 68.80 -75
50 55.71 0 3.09 N/A 402.17 84.33 52.41 0 3.20 N/A 402.46 74.39 0
63.70 0 2.67 N/A 403.94 46.45 +75
56.66 5 2.50 6.11 410.14 18.05 -75
50 55.71 5 2.77 6.77 406.17 29.66 52.41 5 2.74 6.70 409.83 18.62 0
63.70 5 2.43 5.93 410.73 17.06 +75
56.66 FI 2.47 6.02 415.97 11.46 -75
50 55.71 FI 2.53 6.17 416.62 11.01 52.41 FI 2.57 6.27 416.31 11.22 0
63.70 FI 2.25 5.49 416372 11.21 +75
55.53 0 2.92 N/A 402.58 70.93 -75
50 55.91 0 3.08 N/A 402.11 86.55 56.32 0 2.87 N/A 402.73 67.03 0
60.68 0 2.71 N/A 403.34 54.79 +75
55.53 5 2.74 6.69 408.77 20.87 -75
50 55.90 5 2.85 6.96 406.36 28.77 56.32 5 2.41 5.87 407.97 22.96 0
60.68 5 2.49 6.08 409.90 18.48 -75
55.53 FI 2.48 6.07 415.58 11.75 -75
50 55.91 FI 2.52 6.16 416.37 11.18 56.32 FI 2.47 6.02 416.35 11.19 0
60.68 FI 2.35 5.73 415.82 11.57 +75
58.71 0 2.82 N/A 403.14 58.28 -75
51 56.15 0 3.07 N/A 402.14 85.51 54.56 0 2.90 N/A 402.50 73.20 0
53.21 0 3.01 N/A 402.47 74.09 +75
58.84 5 2.54 6.21 411.29 16.21 -75
51 56.46 5 2.71 6.61 406.45 28.37 54.76 5 2.60 6.36 408.24 22.21 0
53.63 5 2.65 6.47 410.09 18.14 +75
58.71 FI 2.39 5.84 416.42 11.14 -75
51 56.15 FI 2.52 6.14 416.52 11.08 54.56 FI 2.52 6.16 416.01 11.43 0
53.21 FI 2.55 6.22 416.86 10.85 +75
APPENDIX B - PYTHON MODULE FOR SIMULATING DISPERSION FUEL
MICROSTRUCTURES
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# Meat and particle modules
#
# Version 0.41 - Dr. Jerey C. King
# Version 0.42 - Modied by Brianna Coulson
#
import random, math, pickle
class Meat:








for i in self.plane_list:













return oat(self.particle_volume) / self.meat_volume
def average_od(self):
ods = []
for p in self.particle_list:
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ods += [ p.od ]
return sum(ods) / self.particles()
def average_radius(self):
return self.average_od()/2.0
def particle_distribution(self, lowers, uppers):
distribution=[]
for i in range(len(lowers)):
particles = 0
for p in self.particle_list:




def volume_distribution(self, lowers, uppers):
fractions=[]
for i in range(len(lowers)):
volume = 0.0
for p in self.particle_list:




def check_for_tangents(self, margin = 0.50):
for p in self.particle_list:
















def make_random_particle(self, p_od=0.0, lower=0.0, upper=0.0, spacing=0.0):
p = Particle(0, 0, 0, p_od, lower, upper)
self.random_move_particle(p, spacing)
return p
def random_move_particle(self, p, spacing=0.0):
p_x = random.uniform( -self.x/2.0 + p.od/2.0 + spacing,
self.x/2.0 - p.od/2.0 - spacing )
p_y = random.uniform( -self.y/2.0 + p.od/2.0 + spacing,
self.y/2.0 - p.od/2.0 - spacing )
p_z = random.uniform( -self.z/2.0 + p.od/2.0 + spacing,







def collided(self, new_p, spacing=0.0):




def random_ll(self, algorithm=1, p_od=0.0, lower=0.0, upper=0.0,
spacing=0.0, dm=1.0, end_p_fraction=1.0, max_add=0,
max_attempts=1e6, verbose=True):
if algorithm==2:
self.random_ll_2(p_od, lower, upper, spacing, dm,
end_p_fraction, max_add, verbose)
if algorithm==3:
self.random_ll_3(p_od, lower, upper, spacing, end_p_fraction, max_add,
max_attempts)
else:
self.random_ll_1(p_od, lower, upper, spacing, end_p_fraction, max_add,
max_attempts, verbose)
return




if self.particle_fraction() >= end_p_fraction:
if verbose:




new_p = self.make_random_particle(p_od, lower, upper, spacing)












if ( self.particle_fraction() >= end_p_fraction or
added_particles == max_add ):
break
new_p = self.make_random_particle(p_od, lower, upper, spacing)
attempt = 1
if verbose and added_particles > 1:
print '0:d particles added. Last particle had 1:d attempts (od=2:.2f).'
.format(added_particles, attempt, new_p.od)
return






while self.particle_fraction() < end_p_fraction:
new_p = self.make_random_particle(p_od, lower, upper, spacing)
steps = 0
ox = x = new_p.x
oy = y = new_p.y




wx = (self.x - new_p.od)/2.0 - spacing
wy = (self.y - new_p.od)/2.0 - spacing




if x < -wx or x > wx:
x = x - math.copysign(1,dx)*wx*2
if x > ox-dm/10 and x < ox+dm/10 :
y += dy
if y < -wy or y > wy:
y = y - math.copysign(1,dy)*wy*2
if y > oy-dm/10 and y < oy+dm/10 :
z += dz
if z < -wz or z > wz:
z = z - math.copysign(1,dz)*wz*2













if ( self.particle_fraction() >= end_p_fraction or
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added_particles == max_add ):
break
if verbose:
print '0:d particles added. Last particle stepped 1:d times (od=2:.2f).'
.format(added_particles, steps, new_p.od)
return






while new_p_fraction < end_p_fraction:
new_p = self.make_random_particle(p_od, lower, upper, spacing)
ods += [new_p.od]
new_p_fraction += new_p.particle_volume() / self.meat_volume
added_particles += 1








def distribution_ll(self, algorithm=1, end_p_fraction=1.0, dist=0,
interp=1, fractions=0.0, lowers=0.0, uppers=0.0,
spacing=0.0, verbose=True):
if dist==1: # RERTR 3-6 DU-7Mo
fractions = [0.056,0.287,0.104,0.246,0.120,0.187]
lowers = [ 106, 75, 63, 45, 38, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 106, 75, 63, 45, 38]
if dist==2: # RERTR 3-6 LEU-6Mo
fractions = [0.061,0.213,0.203,0.226,0.076,0.221]
lowers = [ 106, 75, 63, 45, 38, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 106, 75, 63, 45, 38]
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if dist==3: # RERTR 3-6 LEU-7Mo
fractions = [0.034,0.223,0.204,0.250,0.092,0.197]
lowers = [ 106, 75, 63, 45, 38, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 106, 75, 63, 45, 38]
if dist==4: # RERTR 3-6 LEU-10Mo
fractions = [0.058,0.246,0.200,0.274,0.096,0.126]
lowers = [ 106, 75, 63, 45, 38, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 106, 75, 63, 45, 38]
if dist==5: # RERTR 3-6 LEU-Mo-OS
fractions = [0.028,0.196,0.193,0.247,0.087,0.249]
lowers = [ 106, 75, 63, 45, 38, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 106, 75, 63, 45, 38]
if dist==6: # RERTR 7 U-10Mo
fractions = [0.489,0.049,0.063,0.029]
lowers = [ 75, 63, 45, 0]
uppers = [ 150, 75, 63, 45]
self.delete_all_particles()
p_fraction = 0.0
for i in range(len(fractions)):
p_fraction += end_p_fraction * fractions[i]
if interp==2: # Use average size in each bin
self.random_ll(algorithm=algorithm, p_od=(lowers[i]+uppers[i])/2.0,
spacing=spacing, end_p_fraction=p_fraction, verbose=verbose)







for i in range(len(self.particle_list)):
if self.particle_list[i].od < min_od:
pop_list.append(i+1)
pop_list.reverse()
















for p in self.particle_list:







def print_circles(self, z=0.0, start=1):
circle = start
for p in self.in_plane_list(z):






















def __init__(self, x, y, z, od=0.0, lower=0.0, upper=0.0, ilt=0.0):
self.move(x, y, z)
if od > 0.0:
self.od = od
else:

















return math.sqrt((self.x-other.x) * (self.x-other.x)
+ (self.y-other.y) * (self.y-other.y)
+ (self.z-other.z) * (self.z-other.z))
def collision(self, other, spacing=0.0):
return self.distance(other) < ( self.od/2.0 + other.od/2.0 + spacing )
def overlap(self, other):
return self.distance(other) < ( self.od/2.0 + self.ilt
+ other.od/2.0 + other.ilt )
def space_between_fuel(self, other):
return self.distance(other) - (self.od/2.0 + other.od/2.0)
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def space_between_il(self, other):
return self.distance(other) - (self.od/2.0 + self.ilt + other.od/2.0 + other.ilt)
def adjust_il(self, other, margin = 0.50):
space = self.space_between_il(other)
if abs(space) <= margin:
if space > 0:
self.ilt -= (margin - space)/2.0
other.ilt -= (margin - space)/2.0
if space <= 0:
self.ilt += (margin + space)/2.0
other.ilt += (margin + space)/2.0
def adjust_fuel(self, other, margin = 0.50):
fspace = self.space_between_fuel(other)
if abs(fspace) <= margin:
self.od = self.od - (margin - fspace)/2.0
other.od -= (margin - fspace)/2.0
def in_plane(self, z=0.0):
return ( z < self.z + self.od/2.0 + self.ilt and
z > self.z - self.od/2.0 - self.ilt )
def in_plane_r(self, z=0.0):
sr = self.od/2.0
dz = abs( z - self.z )
return 0 if dz >= sr else math.sqrt(sr**2-dz**2)
def in_plane_ilt(self, z=0.0):
sr = self.od/2.0
dz = abs( z - self.z )
it = self.ilt
cr = self.in_plane_r(z)




n = random.uniform(0, 1)
for i in range(len(probs)):




APPENDIX C - PYTHON MODULE TO OUTPUT IMAGES AND CUBIT MODEL
CREATION SCRIPTS
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# Meat drawing modules
#
# Version 0.11 - Dr. Jerey C. King









for p in meat.in_plane_list(z):
ril = p.in_plane_r(z) + p.in_plane_ilt(z)
lx = 300.0/2.0 + p.x - ril
rx = 300.0/2.0 + p.x + ril
uy = 300.0/2.0 + p.y - ril
ly = 300.0/2.0 + p.y + ril
draw.ellipse([lx,uy,rx,ly], ll=1)
for p in meat.in_plane_list(z):
r = p.in_plane_r(z)
lx = 300.0/2.0 + p.x - r
rx = 300.0/2.0 + p.x + r
uy = 300.0/2.0 + p.y - r
ly = 300.0/2.0 + p.y + r
draw.ellipse([lx,uy,rx,ly], ll=2)
return image
def cubit_draw(meat, lename="sys.stdout", box=0, start=1):
if lename == "sys.stdout":
le = sys.stdout
else:
le = open(lename, "w")
voln = start
cbt = 0.0
for p in meat.particle_list:




mbox = [ meat.x / -2.0, meat.x / 2.0,
meat.y / -2.0, meat.y / 2.0,












printle, "subtract matrix from temp_box keep"
printle, "delete temp_box"
printle, "volume 0 rename 'cut_box'".format(str(voln))
voln += 1
fuel_str = ""
for pn in range(meat.particles()):
p = meat.particle_list[pn]
if p.od > 0 and in_box([p.x,p.y,p.z],p.od,mbox):
fname = "fuel_" + str(pn)
voln = cubit_sphere(le,voln,fname,p.od,[p.x,p.y,p.z])
if on_box([p.x,p.y,p.z],p.od,mbox):
printle, "subtract cut_box from 0 keep".format(fname)
printle, "delete 0".format(fname)
printle, "volume 0 rename '1'".format(str(voln),fname)
voln += 1
il_str = ""
for pn in range(meat.particles()):
p = meat.particle_list[pn]
if p.ilt > 0 and in_box([p.x,p.y,p.z], p.od+2*p.ilt, mbox):




cut_str += "cut_box" + " "
for opn in range(meat.particles()):
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op = meat.particle_list[opn]
if ( op.od > 0 and
in_box([op.x,op.y,op.z], op.od, mbox) and
p.distance(op) < p.od/2.0+p.ilt+op.od/2.0 ):
cut_str += "fuel_" + str(opn) + " "
if cut_str != "":
printle, "subtract 0 from 1 keep".format(cut_str,ilname)
printle, "delete 0".format(ilname)
printle, "volume 0 rename '1'".format(str(voln),ilname)
voln += 1
if lename != "sys.stdout":
le.close()
def cubit_box(le=sys.stdout, voln=0, name="box", box=[-10,10,-10,10,-10,10]):
printle, "brick x 0:.4f y 1:.4f z 2:.4f"
.format(box[1]-box[0], box[3]-box[2], box[5]-box[4])
printle, "volume 0 rename '1'".format(str(voln),name)




def cubit_sphere(le=sys.stdout, voln=0, name="sphere", od=10, xyz=[0,0,0]):
printle, "sphere radius 0:.4f".format(od/2.0)
printle, "volume 0 rename '1'".format(str(voln),name)
printle, "move 0 location 1:.4f 2:.4f 3:.4f"
.format(name, xyz[0], xyz[1], xyz[2])
return voln+1
def in_box(xyz=[0,0,0], od=0, box=[-10,10,-10,10,-10,10]):
if ( xyz[0] + od/2.0 <= box[0] or xyz[0] - od/2.0 >= box[1] or
xyz[1] + od/2.0 <= box[2] or xyz[1] - od/2.0 >= box[3] or




def on_box(xyz=[0,0,0], od=0, box=[-10,10,-10,10,-10,10]):
if ( abs( box[0] - xyz[0] ) < od/2.0 or
abs( box[1] - xyz[0] ) < od/2.0 or
abs( box[2] - xyz[1] ) < od/2.0 or
abs( box[3] - xyz[1] ) < od/2.0 or
abs( box[4] - xyz[2] ) < od/2.0 or
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abs( box[5] - xyz[2] ) < od/2.0 ):





for pn in range(1,meat.particles()):
p = meat.particle_list[pn]
overlapped = False
for ilc in ilcs:


















for ilcn1 in range(len(ilcs)-1):





def cluster_overlap(meat, ilc1, ilc2):
for pn1 in ilc1:
p1 = meat.particle_list[pn1]







APPENDIX D - SAMPLE CUBIT SCRIPT PRODUCED BY THE PYTHON OUTPUT
MODULE
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brick x 300.0000 y 300.0000 z 300.0000
volume 1 rename 'matrix'
move matrix location 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
brick x 610.9522 y 610.9522 z 610.9522
volume 2 rename 'temp_box'
move temp_box location 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
subtract matrix from temp_box keep
delete temp_box
volume 3 rename 'cut_box'
sphere radius 74.1626
volume 4 rename 'fuel_0'
move fuel_0 location -150.9996 -48.7279 -107.1175
subtract cut_box from fuel_0 keep
delete fuel_0
volume 5 rename 'fuel_0'
sphere radius 71.3348
volume 6 rename 'fuel_1'
move fuel_1 location 44.4869 65.8611 -59.8543
sphere radius 51.6586
volume 7 rename 'fuel_2'
move fuel_2 location -8.7087 -68.7256 -127.1618
subtract cut_box from fuel_2 keep
delete fuel_2





volume 1327 rename 'il_2239'
move il_2239 location 4.2495 -7.2863 -58.8248
subtract fuel_2 fuel_181 fuel_706 fuel_2239 from il_2239 keep
delete il_2239
volume 1328 rename 'il_2239'
sphere radius 12.5277
volume 1329 rename 'il_2240'
move il_2240 location 161.2814 92.8630 123.4402
subtract cut_box fuel_6 from il_2240 keep
delete il_2240
volume 1330 rename 'il_2240'
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